Abstract: Dynamical structural correlations are essential for proteins to realize allostery. Based on analysis of extensive molecular dynamics (MD) simulation trajectories of eleven proteins with different sizes and folds, we found that significant spatially long-range backbone torsional pair correlations exist extensively in some proteins and are dominantly executed by loop residues. Further examinations suggest that such correlations are inherently non-linear and are associated with aharmonic torsional state transitions. Correspondingly, they occur on widely different and relatively longer time scales. In contrast, pair correlations between backbone torsions in stable α helices and β strands are dominantly short-ranged, inherently linear, and are associated mainly with harmonic torsional dynamics. Challenges and implications inspired by these observations are discussed.
relation expansion, 15 mutual information in its original form is an inherent component of entropy, thus is strictly linearly correlated with free energy at a given temperature. Therefore, utility of mutual information to characterize dynamical correlation makes more energetic sense than both linear correlations or the generalized correlation method. To elucidate how linear correlations relate to mutual information, and consequently free energy, we calculated second order mutual information (MI) and linear correlation coefficients r (see Methods in supporting info) for all pairs of backbone dihedrals φ and ψ for 11 proteins (see Fig. ? ? and Fig. ??) . MI vs. r plots of four proteins were presented in Fig. ? ? (see Fig. ? ? for similar plots of the remaining 7 proteins). Parabolic contours of these scatter plots reflect relationship between MI and r, while data points far from contour lines indicate that significant non-linear correlations exist for corresponding backbone dihedral pairs. Again, note that MI is linearly related to entropy by the Boltzmann constant. Therefore, entropic cost for initial increase of r from 0 to 0.3 is only ???, while an increase of r from 0.4 to 0.7 corresponds to approximately ???k B . Additionally, while the theoretical range of MI goes from 0 to inf, thermodynamics dictates that we will not observe huge values in practical biomolecular systems, which operate under ambient conditions. Indeed, as shown in Fig. ? ? (and Fig. S?? ), the maximum MI we observed is 1.5??? and MI value beyond 1.0 is extremely rare. Therefore, utility of MI to characterize dynamical correlation provides both practical convenience and physical intuition.
To illustrate the distribution of both linear correlations and MI of backbone torsional pairs in primary sequence, correlation matrix was created for each protein and presented in Fig. ? ? (see Fig.  S ?? for the remaining 7 proteins). For convenience of presentation on the same matrix, r was first transformed into proper mutual information (denoted as MI r ) by utilize a parabola constructed from fitting the contour in the corresponding MI-r plots in Fig. ? ? (a universal parabola fits bottom part of contours well for all MI-r plots). Between sequentially long-range pairs (off diagonal points in correlation matrices), the full MI (presented in left-upper half matrix), which including both linear and nonlinear contributions, is significantly larger than MI r . In contrast, on the diagonal line and its immediate neibourghing region, MI and MI r exhibit similar large values. The observation suggests that non-linear contributions are increasingly more important over longer distances in the primary sequence. However, the extent of difference between full MI and MI r varies for different proteins. Additionally, a common feature shared by all proteins is that significant MI in off-diagonal region is primarily associated with various loop residues (all residues that were neither in a α helix nor in a β strand).
In three dimensional protein structures, large distances in primary sequence correspond not necessarily to long distances in space. To analyze spatial variance of backbone torsional pair correlations, the calculated MI and MI r were plotted with respect to spatial distances as shown in Fig. ? ? (and in Fig. ??) . Two major consistent features were observed in all of studied proteins. Firstly, spatially long-range (SLR) correlations have significant nonlinear contributions since MI are larger than corresponding MI r . Secondly, loop-loop (L-L) residue pairs exhibit the largest, α helix and β strand (α/β -α/β ) residue pairs have the smallest, and α/β -loop (α/β -L) residue pairs manifest intermediate SLR correlations. Regarding the second feature, significant variation was observed among different proteins (e.g. XXX exhibits more extensive SLR backbone torsional correlations than XXX.). From a functional point of view, proteins with diverse and significant SLR correlations may be utilized to transmit widely different signals upon different stimuli, and proteins with few SLR correlations may not be versatile in transmitting information over long distances, or at most transmit highly specific and dedicated signals.
Qualitatively, correlation matrices for studied proteins (see Fig.  ? ?) suggest that for those relatively large sequentially non-local correlations (off-diagonal region), nonlinear contributions are significant. Similarly, distance vs. correlation plots in Fig. ? ? indicate that SLR correlations have significant nonlinear contributions and this is especially true for some L-L residue pairs. To further clarify relative importance of nonlinear correlations for different types of backbone torsion pairs (i.e. L-L, α/β -L, α/β -α/β ) and different spatial distances, we constructed MI vs. r plots for spatially local (with distances equal or smaller than 5) and non-local of each type of backbone torsion pairs and presented the results in Fig. ? ? (and Fig. S??? ). For most proteins, α/β -α/β backbone torsional pairs exhibit essentially pure linear correlations with the overwhelming majority of data points fall on a parabola, L-L pairs have the most number of data points exhibit significant nonlinear correlations, and α/β -L pairs stays in between. Spatial locality, while makes decisive differences in correlation strength, plays an essentially negligible role in relative importance of linear and non-linear contributions. However, human sulfertransferase seems to be an outlier. A significant proportion of α/β -α/β pairs locate much higher than the relatively blurred parabolic contour (Fig. ???) . Nonetheless, even for this seemingly special protein, spatial locality remains to be an nonsignificant factor in determining relative importance of nonlinear contributions to the overall correlation.
It is noted that even for L-L pairs, the majority fall on or locate closely to the parabolic contour line (Fig. ??? ). Linear correlation contributes dominantly for most of backbone torsional pairs regardless of the specific secondary structures in which the participating torsion locate. It is only that L-L pairs are the mostly likely, and α/β -α/β pairs are the least likely to have significant nonlinear contributions to their pair correlations, with α/β -L pairs being the intermediate scenario in this regard. Based on these observation, we figure that the causal factor of significant nonlinear contribution in correlations between backbone torsional pairs is some other property that is most likely to associate with loop residues and is least likely to associate with residues in stable secondary structures, but not the identity of belonging secondary structures per se. For loop backbone dihedrals, one outstanding feature is high probability of having multiple torsional states on various time scales. In contrast, most backbone dihedrals in stable secondary structures remain in one specific torsional state for native proteins. To test for possible association between torsional state transition of backbone dihedrals and nonlinear contribution to pair correlation, we first select a number of human sulfertransferase α/β -α/β pairs that deviate significantly from the parabolic contour in MI vs. r plot (Fig.  ???) , and examined distributions of participating backbone dihedrals. Indeed, at least one backbone dihedral of such pair exhibit torsional transitions (see Fig. ??? ), or partial unfolding of local helical structures. We also selected some pairs that fall on the contour parabolic line in MI vs. r plot, and all participating backbone dihedrals exhibit single peak distribution and no sign of torsional state transition in the MD trajectory set(see Fig. ??) . These observations suggest that it is likely aharmonic torsional state transitions underlie nonlinear contributions to backbone torsional pairs. Conversely, harmonic torsional dynamics essentially exclusively associate with linear correlations (data not shown???). However, since there are many possible differences between two backbone torsional pairs in addition to existence of torsional state transitions, we may not be conclusive. To test further this hypothesis, we selected some L-L pairs that manifest strong nonlinear contributions (locate far from the parabola contour in relevant MI-r plot) to pair correlations from each protein and carried out the following analysis. Firstly, we split the original trajectory set into ??? equally sized subsets. Secondly, both MI and linear correlation coefficients (r) were calculated for each of selected L-L pair on each of the trajectory subsets, subsequently, r were transformed into corresponding MI r by utilizing the parabola derived from MI vs. r plots in Fig. ? ? (and Fig.  S?? ). As shown in Table S1 , for each selected pair, MI and MI r calculated from trajectory subset where no torsional state transition is observed are essentially the same. Correspondingly, MI and MI r differ significantly for trajectory subsets where one or both exhibit non-negligible torsional state transitions. The observations unequivocally demonstrate that aharmonic torsional state transitions are the causal factor of nonlinear contributions to backbone torsional pair correlations. These results were lumped together and shown in Fig. ? ?, ????, which suggest that such association is a universal feature for the wildly different proteins analyzed.
The biological implication is that for a protein of diverse significant SLR backbone torsional correlations executed by loop residues, plenty of opportunity exist for designing molecular agent to modulate its functions allosterically. Considering the paramount importance of flexible loop residues in coordinating and participating a wide variety allosteric interactions, 5, 16, 17 and the emerging superiority of drug targeting allosteric sites, 3,4,18-21 the SLR nonlinear correlations of loop residues are of far reaching potential importance in future manipulation of biological systems. However, to realize the full potential of such versatile SLR, one need to have the capability of predicting such correlations on the one hand, and to understand the mechanism of how information transmit from one site to a distal site in a non-linear way. Both are significant challenges that need to be addressed and are briefly discussed below. Firstly, despite the fact that with steady expected increase of computational power, sub-millisecond to milliseconds MD simulations are soon to be routine, the fact that we identified association between aharmonic torsional transitions and SLR nonlinear correlations does not implicate that we may accurately predict such correlations through extensive MD simulations. The major concern is the quality of force fields in describing such SLR dynamical correlations since we essentially have no reliable reference to perform corresponding optimizations, in contrast to the availability of highly accurate small molecule experimental data for validation of parameters describing bonded-interactions. The other possible way is to utilize machine learning technique once we have sufficient reliable data of such SLR nonlinear torsional correlations, which is not available for the time being and the worse news is that we do not even have a well-validated methodology to generate such data. Secondly, backbone torsions in stable secondary structures mainly exhibit harmonic dynamics and linear correlations that are on relatively short time scales (nanoseconds or shorter), while nonlinear SLR backbone torsional pair correlations are associated with aharmonic torsional state transitions that occur on much longer and widely different time scales (ranging from tens of nanoseconds up to multiple micron-seconds and beyond as observed in MD simulations). Therefore, if distal backbone torsional correlations were indeed transmitted through stable secondary structures, it should not be harmonic vibrational motions that contribute predominantly to pair correlations among on-path backbone torsions in corresponding secondary structures. Of course, SLR linear correlations are likely to be transmitted by strong linear correlations among local backbone torsional pair correlations in stable secondary structures. However, as shown in Fig. ?? and Fig. ? ?..., significant SLR backbone torsional correlations are predominantly nonlinear. Despite many insightful studies that have been carried out to understand mechanistic understanding of the signal transmission in allostery and to identify involved residues, 18, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] this time scale difference issue remain to be tackled for improved understanding of how SLR non-linear correlations are mediated.
In summary, we analyzed extensive MD simulation trajectories of eleven proteins of different sizes and folds, and found that significant SLR backbone torsional pair correlations are predominantly nonlinear and are associated with aharmonic torsional state transitions. The findings implicate rich novel possibilities in modulation of biological activities. Meanwhile, time scale difference between SLR nonlinear correlations and local harmonic dynamics warrants further investigations on transmission of allosteric signals across single or multiple protein structural domains.
